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1. Since the publication of my report on the United tions operat%on in 

Cyprus for the period 11 June to 3 Dee 7&X and Corr.l), the 

Government, as stated in paragraph 3 below, has co CYP that it has 
imported 3 quantity of arms which it intends to issue to the s Police, whose 

strength, it w3s recently announced, would be increased to 2,500 men 
(see S/7611, paragraph 27). 
2. URFICYP has no detailed knowledge of the t Imported by the Cyprus 
Government, other than that the delivery ba rifles am? 1,000 
sub-machine guns, which will be used to equip the 3 new members of the Cyrpus 
Police, and also to replace the old arms at present ir3.g used by the ~"olicc. 

3. As I _aointea out previously to the Set 5764, paragraph 21, 
and S/5950, paragraph 37), any influ of arms and other military-type equipment 
into Cyprus is a cause for concern to with re,~d to the discharge of its 
mandate. My Special Representative in Cyprus and the Force Commander were informed 
by President Nakarios on 10 Cecember 1966 that t‘ne new arms which had been imported 
from Czechoslovakia were at present stored Tn their unopened crates under the 
control of the Cyprus Government, but would not he fssued to the Cyprus Police for 
another two months, pending the recru%tment and training of adclitional personnel. 
The ?resident also stated that 3 further consignment consisting of twenty armoured 
cars was awaited but emphasizedthat all the new equipment would be used by the 
Cyprus Police exclusively in the course of its normal duties. 
4. On 12 December, the Turkish Etabassy in Cyprus transmitted to TJNFICYP a copy of 
an aide-m&moire which it sent to the Cyprus Government on the same dsy protesting 

the recent importation of arms. 
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